Introduction
Modern-day usage of high-speed electronic digital computing machines frequently involves the consumption of a very large quantity of random numbers. It is desirable that the machine, in some manner, be able to manufacture its own random or pseudorandom numbers.
One such procedure follows a suggestion of yon Neumann. One takes an n digit number, squares it and uses the middle n digits as a random number. The latter is in turn squared, and the process continues. This scheme is quite attractive in its simplicity, but there do exist some serious draw-backs. Given an initial number x, there is no a prior/ reason the mid-square procedure will not degenerate at the kth step when more than k numbers are required in the solution of a specific problem. Using the same initial value for all problems certainly is to be avoided. It was estimated by Hammer' that sequences of such numbers would not exceed S0,000 without repetition. A large class of problems require well in excess of 100,000 numbers.
A procedure for use on the SEAC was devised2by O. Taussky and described in Todd. If we let /0 = 5 2k+1 po:l Pi+l = P " P'(m°d2 p) (1) then the Pi's form a pseudo-random sequence of numbers, each of p binary digits and the sequence is periodic with period * Received January, 1954. 2P4 These numbers have been submitted to various statistical tests at the Bureau of Standards, and they fulfill the usual tests for randomness, after omitting some of the least significant digits.
A Decimal Procedure
The NBS scheme appears to be quite adequate for binary calculators, but is not suitable for a decimal machine like the UNIVAC which will not easily permit one to divide by 2 p and keep the remainder.
An analogous procedure is suggested for use on the UNIVAC using numbers modulo 10 e and p equal 74k+I, for k integral in the range 5 > k >i I. The period of this sequence independent of k is as follows: One may derive the period using the following definition and theorems: 3 is the period of the sequence generated by taking the positive remainders modulo m of successive powers of a.
By Theorem 2,
Now 74k+l is always a number whose last 3 digits are d07 where d is some even number. It may readily be verified that gss(5, 7 4k+I) ---4
Consider ct = (74k+1) 4 -1. It may be verified that c~is divisible by 5 q, where q = 2 + ~.
and It] is the greatest integer less than or or equal to t. By Theorem 3, then, i ifs < q gss(5*, 7 4k+I) = (3) • 5 "'q ifs > q It may be readily ve rified that any odd power of 7 is of the form 4t + 3 for some integer t > 0. Writing /3 = a+l = 7 4k+1 +1 = (7 +lX7 4k+ 7 4k-1 +7 4k-2....
÷1)
the last term contains (2k + 1) plus signs and 2k minus signs. Now 2 a = 8 will divide the first factor of /3, but the second factor is not divisible by 2 since the difference of each pair of descending powers of 7 is even, but there remains the final term, + 1. 
An Empirical Investigation
The method described above was tried on the UNIVAC in order to test the resulting numbers for randomness. The following criteria were examined:
(1) Digital frequency in each position; (2) Frequency of occurrence of a digit in JOURNAL , the same position in two consecutively generated numbers; (3) Frequency of oceurence of a digit in the same position in three consecutively generated numbers; (4) Frequency of monotonic non-decreasing sequences of digits of lengths 1, 2, 3, .. ...in the same position in consecutively generated numbers; and (5) Frequency of monotonic non-increasing sequences of digits of lengths 1, 2, 3, ...in the same position in consecutively generated numbers.
A sequence of run of length p is one with p terms of the sequence in monotonic order.
A total of 10,000 11-digit numbers were generated. Each subset of 2,000 as well as the total were examined. Fundamental characteristics of the five least significant digits required their omission from considera. tion. There existed either short cycles or a marked disparity in digital frequency or both. The remaining six digits were all tested on the basis of the first three criteria and the most significant four digits by the fourth and fifth criteria also. Expected frequencies were too small to break down the tests of the third criterion by subsets of 2,000. The results appear in One is first impressed by digit 6 and criterion 1. Each individual X 2 is smaller than one would expect by chance. It appears that the digital frequencies are too nearly 10 per cent of the total. Examining the 10,-000 number column, one sees that there are precisely 1,000 of each digit in the sixth position since )C2 = 0. On good ground one may reject this digit as being too uniform, yet there do exist applications where uniformity is no detriment. Analysis reveals that the sixth digit has a cycle of 5,000. Hence the 10,000 numbers constitute two .complete cycles.
In the balance of the figures in the columns of the individual 2,000 number subsets, one finds seven other scattered values outside the 95 per cent expected range. The experimental proportion of 7/95 or 7.4 per cent does not differ significantly from the theoretical 5 per cent.
A Different Base
After the empirical investigation was concluded, a report by Junqosa 4 came to the writer's attention where 3 4k+~ instead of 74k+1 was suggested as the base in generating random numbers on the ENIAC. The use of 34k+1 produces longer cycles which may be calculated using the theorems stated above and are enumerated in TABLE 3. No statistical analysis of the randomness of the sequence generated has been made, 4 but the similarity of procedure leads one to conjecture that similar results would be obtained.
C~c / u s i o n s
The procedure described by equations (5), when s = 11, provides a sequence of 5 • l0 s ll-digit numbers whose most significant 5 digits satisfy the specified criteria for randotaness. The sixth digit appears to be "too random" but may be utilized in certain applications. Numbers so generated on the UNIVAC are easily calculable and require the storage of only two words, p and p.. l R e f e r e n c e s
